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Plan S and the Rights
Retention Strategy
Thanks for joining the webinar.
Practicalities today:
We will record the webinar and post it on the website with the slides
Please:
Keep your microphone muted
Turn off your camera
Type questions into the chat - we will read out and respond at the end
We will finish on or just before the hour

Acknowledgment of Traditional Owners
I would like to acknowledge the Turrbal and
Yugara people that are the Traditional
Custodians of the land that I am on today in
South East Queensland. UNSW Sydney is our
host institution and is located on Bedigal (La
Perouse) and Gadigal (CBD) lands of the Eora
nation (Sydney basin).
I would also like to pay my respects to the Elders
both past and present, and extend that respect
to other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islanders
who are present here today.
https://www.naidoc.org.au/sites/default/files/files/naidoc-poster-2020.png
The 2020 NAIDOC Poster is provided under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International
License (CC BY-NC-N4 4.0)
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Agenda (all times AEST)
• 15.00 – 15.05: Welcome and “housekeeping rules” (Ginny Barbour)
• 15.05 – 15.15: Plan S: a quick overview (Johan Rooryck)
• 15.15 – 15.30: Overview of Rights Retention Strategy (Robert Kiley)

• 15.30 – 15.55: Open Q & A (All) [Pose question via Zoom chat]
• 15.55 – 16.00: Wrap up (Ginny Barbour)
• 16.00 Webinar ends

cOAlition S: Today’s speakers
● Johan Rooryck - Executive Director, cOAlition S

● Robert Kiley, Head of Open Research Wellcome and
cOAlition S Coordinator

Plan S: an overview

Johan Rooryck
Executive Director, cOAlition S
SCIENCE EUROPE I 28-4-2020

cOAlition S: 23 funders
National European funders:
• Austria: FWF
• Finland: AKA
• France: ANR
• Ireland: SFI
• Italy: INFN
• Luxembourg: FNR
• Netherlands: NWO
• Norway: RCN
• Poland: NCN
• Slovenia: ARRS
• Sweden: FORMAS, FORTE,
VINNOVA
• UK: UKRI
European Commission
(Horizon Europe framework)

Charitable foundations:
• The Wellcome Trust
• The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
• Aligning Science Across Parkinson’s
Global dimension
• World Health Organisation + TDR
• Jordan: HCST
• Zambia : NSTC
• South Africa : SAMRC
• African Academy of Sciences
São Paulo Statement : AmeliCA,
SciELo, African Open Science
Platform, OA2020, cOAlition S
Coordinated action with OA2020
Coordinated action with COAR

Why Plan S ?
• Research funding organizations in cOAlition S want:
• To accelerate science by making research results
immediately available to the largest possible
audience worldwide.
• Greater transparency in research communication
• A cost-effective transition from the subscription
model to an Open Access model.
• Use their funding to drive academic publishing
towards full and immediate Open Access

Plan S : strong principles
• Research results are a public good and should be
immediately available so as to accelerate science
• No more paywalled publications
• Open Access must be immediate:
no embargo periods
• Publication under a CC-BY license by
default, no copyright transfer (Principle 1)
• No ‘hybrid’ model of publication, except as a
transitional arrangement with a defined endpoint

Plan S : strong principles
• Pricing, contracts and publication fees should
be transparent and reasonable (Principle 5)
• Funders commit to support such publication fees,
individual researchers do not pay (Principle 4)
• Multiple routes to OA compliance (Principle 5)
• A commitment to assess research outputs based
on their intrinsic merit and NOT their venue of
publication or quantitative metrics
following DORA (Principle 10).

Implementation guidance:
Routes to compliance
Gold route
Green route (see RRS)
Transformative route
• Open Access
• Subscription
• Hybrid/ subscription
journals/ platforms
journals
journals
• Authors publish in
• Authors can publish in • Authors publish in a
Open Access journal…
a subscription journal…
journal with a
Transformative
• … cOAlition S funders • …*IF* they make the
Arrangement.
Version of Record or
financially support
Author Accepted
publication fees for
author.
Manuscript instantly
• cOAlition S funders
available in a repository
*CAN* financially
support Open Access
• cOAlition S funders do
*NOT* financially support under Transformative
Arrangements
publication
fees in ‘hybrid’
subscription journals

Working with key stakeholders:
researchers
• Working with researcher groups to
ensure we understand their
concerns and find ways of
mitigating them
• Ambassador network established –
to engage with research
community and share concerns
with cOAlition S leadership team

Working with key stakeholders:
early career researchers (ECR)
• cOAlition S has established a
Task Force to measure the
impact of Plan S on ECRs,
including representatives
from
4 ECR organizations:
Global Young Academy
(GYA), Young Academy
Europe (YAE), Marie Curie
Alumni Association (MCAA),
and EuroDoc.

Working with key stakeholders:
publishers
• In discussions with publishers – such as the Society
Publishers’ Coalition, Springer Nature and others – to
explore the “transformative journal” model

Working with key stakeholders:
universities

Working together to deliver OA
• Plan S is part of a wider open
science movement, looking to
accelerate the transition to providing
research results in Open Access

• To fully deliver on its ambition – to
make full and immediate OA a
reality – we need a global coalition
of funders, but also institutions,
researchers, and publishers

Rights Retention Strategy (RRS)

Robert Kiley
Head of Open Research, Wellcome and cOAlition S Coordinator
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Rights Retention Strategy: key objectives
1. To ensure that the research we fund is made Open Access
•

i.e. without embargo, with a CC BY licence (or by exception CC BY ND), and
accessible through a repository

2. To ensure that our funded researchers continue to have the opportunity to
seek publication in as wide a variety of journals as possible, including
subscription journals which have not yet developed a “transformative
arrangement”, accessible to all researchers funded by cOAlition S
Organisations
3. To encourage subscription publishers to consider developing
transformative arrangements, such as Transformative Agreements (e.g.
read and publish deals) and Transformative Journals

resolve
●

We require the research we fund to be made OA
•

●

●

●

●

If a Version of Record article can not be made OA in a Plan S-aligned way we
require researchers to deposit their Author Accepted Manuscript (AAM) in a
repository, with zero-embargo and with a CC BY license.

One way to achieve that is to make it an obligation
through our grant agreements.

Nevertheless, many researchers will sign a publishing agreement that
gives away their rights to deposit their AAM in a repository, with zero
embargo and with CC BY license.
Thus, there will be a contradiction between the researchers’ grant
agreement and the publishing agreement.
The Rights Retention Strategy (RRS) resolves this contradiction.

AAM v VoR
•

Our preference is always to make the VoR available
whenever possible.

•

The AAM will ONLY need to be made Open Access
when there is no Plan S-aligned way to make
the VoR Open Access.

https://www.coalition-s.org/rights-retention-strategy/

strategy
1: Update grant conditions (and notify beneficiaries)

2: Notify publishers of these changes

3: Require beneficiaries, in their submission to publishers, to
include details of the public licence that has already been
applied to any future AAMs which arise from those
submissions

conditions
•

cOAlition S organisations will change their grant conditions
in such a way that their beneficiaries:
•

apply (by default) a public copyright licence (CC BY, or CC BY-ND by
agreement of the funder) to all their future Author Accepted
Manuscripts (AAMs), supported in whole or in part by their funding;

•

specify the public copyright licence that has been applied - and the
source of their funding - in all their submitted manuscripts which arise
from their funding;

•

mandate that the AAM arising from these submitted manuscripts must
be made freely available at the time of publication from an Open
Access repository of their choice.

changes
•

We have contacted publishers who collectively publish over
95% of research attributed to cOAlition S organisations
to make them aware of these changes.

•

We are running webinars, talk to publisher trade bodies (like STM, ALPSP
and others) and work to communicate this approach far and wide.

•

We have invited publishers to respond – from a choice of 5 options – how
they will deal with AAMs that are licensed CC BY. This information will be
incorporated in the Journal Checker Tool.

Step 3: Licence specified in submissions
•

We provide templated language for cOAlition S funded researchers to
include in their submissions to publishers:
“This research was funded in whole or in part by the [Funder name]
[Grant number]. For the purpose of open access, the author has
applied a CC-BY public copyright licence to any Author Accepted
Manuscript version arising from this submission”

study
1.

All original research, supported in whole or in part by the Grant, must
be made available from Europe PubMed Central:
•

Peer-reviewed journal articles - immediately upon final publication

2.

You hereby grant a CC BY Public Copyright Licence to all future Author
Accepted Manuscripts (AAMs). If you allow others to own copyright in
AAMs, you must ensure they grant such a licence.

3.

All submissions of original research to peer-reviewed journals must
contain the following statement:
•

“This research was funded in whole or in part by the Wellcome Trust
[Grant number]. For the purpose of open access, the author has
applied a CC BY public copyright licence to any Author Accepted
Manuscript version arising from this submission.”

See: https://wellcome.ac.uk/grant-funding/guidance/open-access-guidance/open-accesspolicy

The Response Form
•

To help ensure that the Journal Checker Tool provides accurate information to
our researchers regarding publisher policies and their approach to the Rights
Retention Strategy (RRS), subscription publishers who publish research funded
by cOAlition S have been:
•

notified of the Rights Retention Strategy.

•

invited to respond to indicate what information the JCT
should show regarding the Rights Retention Strategy.

The Response Form - Option 1

•

Publishers like Royal Society and Microbiology Society already encode OA rights
to the AAM in their standard publishing agreements

f

https://royalsociety.org/-/media/journals/author/
Licence-to-Publish-20062019-final.pdf
https://www.microbiologyresearch.org
/upload/editorial/Licence_to_publish.pdf

The Response Form - Options 2 & 3

•

Publishers are asked to consider updating their standard publishing agreements
to give all authors (Option 2), (or by exception, authors funded by cOAlition S
Organisations, (Option 3), the right to self archive their AAM, at the time of
publication with a CC BY licence, in a OA repository of choice

•

Selecting options 1, 2 or 3 is the preferred outcome

The Response Form - Options 4 & 5

•

Option 4: publisher acknowledges they have been given notice and accepts that
authors can make their work OA, CC BY, zero embargo

•

Option 5: publisher acknowledges they have been given notice, but requests
that the JCT indicate the journal is not compliant with Plan S

Some FAQs (1)
1.

From a legal perspective, how does the Rights
Retention Strategy work?
An assignee or exclusive licensee of copyright takes that assignment or
exclusive licence subject to any prior grant of rights to the copyright work of
which they had notice.
As a CC BY licence to the future AAM was already in place, prior to the
publication agreement with the author, that CC BY licence will trump any
conflicting language in the publication agreement

Some likely FAQs (2)
2.

Is the initial submission itself also covered by the CC BY
licence?
No. However, at or before the time of the submission, the author must inform
the journal that any Author Accepted Manuscript version arising from this
submission is already licenced CC BY (or by exception CC BY-ND).

Some likely FAQs (3)
3.

How are publishers compensated when AAMs are being
made OA, without any OA fee being paid?
We recognise that costs are incurred in the development of an AAM. As
made clear, we much prefer the VoR and will provide funding to cover
these costs, when the journal provides a Plan S-compliant OA publishing
option
In cases where the AAM is made available, these costs are being
compensated via the subscription model. Paying for an AAM for
subscription content would be a clear case of double dipping

https://www.elsevier.com/about/
policies/pricing

Further information
•

https://www.coalition-s.org/rights-retention-strategy/

•

email: info@coalition-s.org

● Slides available from AOASG

Questions and discussion

